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Save Democracy and Science 

                                                                                Dulal Acharjee 

What are happening in West Bengal? Day by day supporters of Communal forces are 

increasing. Once this Bengal was the source of knowledge and many Nobel Laureates, 

secular politicians, religious leaders were born and enlighten India. The central political 

force, who are in power in center of India, are utilizing their all institutions to make West 

Bengal a communal state. Now, question is that who are liable for that? 

TMC is in power of the state. In presence of their leadingship, communal forces are growing, 

increasing number of MLAs one after another. Many leaders of them have left and joined to 

BJP. Who are liable for that? And why are these happening? Are the leaders politically 

motivated or they are looking only personal growth? 

For last two/three years, TMC, the State government, has been paying lot of money to the 

Puja committee to purchase supports of young organizers of Puja committee, but , what we 

see, these people are taking money from TMC and joining to the procession of BJP. So, 

purchasing support through paying money is failed. Then what is the way to resist communal 

forces and to strengthen the real Democratic forces? 

 

An Astrologer, Debacharya, has sent this cartoon on the 

concept of 'hammering on the believe of religious of others, 

the needles will push back into your rectum according to the 

Third Law of Newton'. 

 

 

 

 

All leaders should think, freedom fighters fought against the British, sacrificed lives, 

accepted all suppressions and brutal punishments of the British- all these they did for the 

country without taking any money. Theoretical motivation in favor of Democracy, 

Secularism and standing in favor of science and progress is most required for the workers, 

supporters. That motivation is fully absent. 

A theoretically motivated and wise person is more strong than a wealthy person.      

 Who will give proper education to the public and will teach them against communal politics 

or Hinduttabad(aggressive Hiduism) which is damaging progress of the country? 

Who will teach the public that religious based democracy(Hinduttabad) is against of progress 

of Science and Technology? 

Proper education to the people can save this country to resist communal forces and Bengal 

should remember its knowledge bank and past glorious histories. 
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